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 by Riedelmeier   

Ristorante Borsalino 

"Pizza Party!"

Situated in Sachsenhausen, Ristorante Borsalino has gained a reputation

for serving some of the most delicious Italian-style pizzas in Frankfurt am

Main. This is an unpretentious eatery, where the primary focus is on

serving patrons scrumptious pies that will leave them wanting more. You

can enjoy a wood-fired pizza with tasty toppings, best accompanied by a

beer. Although the menu features mostly Italian specialties, local favorites

like eisbein and frankfurter rindswurst are also included.

 +49 69 61 1398  Borsalino-Frankfurt@gmx.de  Große Rittergasse 102, Francoforte

 by Riedelmeier   

Terranova Pizza & Pasta 

"Delish Pizzas"

Reservations are highly recommended if you want to dine in this cozy

Italian restaurant in the Nordend. Terranova Pizza & Pasta as the name

suggests is a fantastic place for pizzas and pastas, especially their pizzas.

Thin crusted delish pizzas with gorgeous toppings will just make your day

and lure you to come back for more.

 +49 69 5979 7019  www.terranova-pizza.de/  info@Terranova-Pizza.de  Eckenheimer Landstraße 67,

Francoforte

 by Stuart Webster   

Pizzeria Da Cimino 

"Yummyliciois Pizzas!"

There is no fancy decor in this cozy yet friendly restaurant, but expect

yummy pizzas that will just blow your mind away. Pizzeria Da Cimino is an

unpretentious place with delish pizzas that is wallet-friendly as well. A

favorite amongst the locals and tourists alike, the pizzas do the talking

here and the vibrancy of the place will charm you. So if you are looking

out for delicious pizza while in Deutschland, Pizzeria Da Cimino might be

an excellent option for you.

 +49 69 77 1142  www.pizzeria-cimino.de/  lulzim.a@gmail.com  Adalbertstraße 29,

Francoforte

 by SocialButterflyMMG   

Das Leben ist Schön 

"Vibrant Restaurant"

Das Leben ist Schön is a vibrant Italian restaurant housed in an old

brewery serving authentic Italian dishes and thin crusted gorgeous pizzas.

The restaurant wall is adorned with countless photos that is comforting

and interesting at the same time. The extended wooden tables are a great

place to share your food with friends, family and even complete strangers

who could be friends in the making! You can also dine on the lovely

terrace and sip on fine wines to complement your meal. Whether it is a

private or company party, Das Leben ist Schön is prepared for the

occasion. If you want a little Italian joie de vivre rubbed onto you, then this

might be the place for you.
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 +49 69 4305 7870  www.daslebenistschoen.d

e/

 info@daslebenistschoen.de  Hanauer Landstraße 198,

Francoforte
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